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Calorimetry
Our measurements are made with a Perkin Elmer DSC 7. A typical freezing 
curve is shown below. The freezing point is determined from the  

Motivating Question
How much heat does a glaciating cloud exchange with the atmosphere as 
the supercooled droplets of water freeze?

Supercooled liquid water is common in Earth's atmosphere and if/when it 
freezes, the associated latent heat contributes to cloud buoyancy in the 
same way that the latent heat of vaporization does. (Of course, the latent 
heat of vaporization is almost 10 times greater.) To understand the 
dynamics of ice or mixed phase clouds, the magnitude of that heat 
exchange must be known.

At the melting point, the phase change releases 6012 J mol-1. Below the 
melting point, less heat is exchanged.

Kirchhoff's relation 
The temperature dependence of the difference in enthalpy between 
product and reactants for a constant pressure process can be written as:

where Δcp is the difference in the heat capacities. For a melting/freezing 

transition, Δh = Lf. The latent heat of fusion for a temperature, T', below the 

melting point is then:

where cw and ci are the heat capacities of liquid water and ice respectively.

 

interception of a line fit to the leading edge of 
the peak with the baseline. The latent heat is 
the area under the curve when plotted as 
power vs. time. The result of a temperature 
calibration against the melting point of ice Ih 
is shown in the histogram to the left.

Comparison of the calorimeter's temperature 
and heat flux calibration against values for 
dodecane, tetradecane, undecane, and water 
are shown in the 2 panel figure below. The 1:1 
line is shown for reference. Literature values 
for the alkanes are taken from Finke et al. 
(1954).

Measured latent heat of freezing
The plot above shows direct, calorimetric measurements  of the latent 
heat of freezing from three different groups, including our own. Also 
plotted is the integrated form of Kirchhoff's equation (Leffective in the 

figure) and TΔs, where Δs = swater - sice. Physically, Leffective corresponds to 

the heat exchange in a reversible process in which supercooled water is 
warmed to the melting point, freezes, and is then cooled back to the 
original temperature (see Kostinski and Cantrell, 2008). TΔs has limited 
physical significance. (TΔs = 0 is possible if the solid has the same entropy 
as the supercooled liquid, e.g., at the Kauzmann temperature. )

All of the measurements, except the sole point from Clausse et al., fall 
below Leffective. (Bertonlini et al. caution that the two points at ~ 248 K are 

unreliable; we have included them for the sake of completeness.) 

The discrepancy between the measurements and Leffective seems 

paradoxical. How can there be a discrepancy? There are no free 
parameters in Kirchhoff's relation.

Hurriedly made ice
Leffective is calculated from the temperature dependent heat capacities of 

supercooled, liquid water (Archer and Carter, 2000; Angell et al., 1982) 
and ice (Haida et al., 1974). Liquid water is hydrostatic, so the initial state 
of the water is well defined, but the resulting 'ice' need not be ice in 
equilibrium. In fact, the discrepancy between Leffective and their 

measurements led Bertolini et al. to hypothesize the existence of a 
metastable, solid form of water.

The latent heat measurements suggest that ice resulting from freezing 
deeply supercooled water has a higher concentration of defects than 
does ice in equilibrium at the same temperature and pressure.

Heat exchange depends on how the water freezes (i.e. path)
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We believe that the difference 
between measured values of the 
latent heat of freezing in the plot to 
the left is a consequence of 
different measurement techniques. 
Our measurements were made with 
a power compensation DSC. 
Bertolini's were made with a 
custom-built instrument. (They 
measure the temperature increase 
of the sample cell, produced by the 
phase transition.)

The figure above shows measurements of the latent heat of freezing, 
made with a Mettler Toledo Polymer DSC, which is a heat flux calorimeter. 
The temperature profile in the freezing sample can be very different 
between instruments because of differences in method of operation. For 
example, the newly created ice in the Mettler Toledo is at a much higher 
temperature (near the melting point) than the ice in the Perkin Elmer, 
which keeps the sample pan at the programmed temperature by 
decreasing (or increasing) the power to it. (Heat flux DSCs use the 
temperature difference between the reference and sample pans, which 
arises from processes within the sample, to calculate the heat flux.) The 
difference in the sample conditions results in a difference in the heat 
exchange. In essence, the sample in the Mettler Toledo is self annealing, 
ironing out the defects introduced in the freezing process whereas the 
sample in the Perkin Elmer is prevented from reaching temperatures high 
enough for the defects and imperfections  to become mobile, enabling the 
solid to equilibrate.

Implications for the atmosphere (Returning to the motivating question)
How much heat does a glaciating cloud exchange with the atmosphere?

The deviation of the measurements made with the Perkin Elmer from 
Leffective are a consequence of the efficient heat exchange between water, 

sample pan, and cooling element. In the atmosphere, the initial stages of 
freezing are quasi-adiabatic; the transfer of heat from the droplet (water + 
ice) to the surrounding air is  much less efficient than transfer of heat 
within the drop. Ice in the atmosphere will most likely be self annealed.

Conclusion: Leffective is a good approximation to the heat exchange between 

freezing droplets in a cloud and the surrounding air.
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